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Why do we exist?

What is mana?

Facilities 

Events 

Sustainability journey



is a next-generation eco hotel in Ubud, Bali,
run by an award-winning NGO, Earth Company.
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do we exist?
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Tourists use 2,500L of water per day
while the locals use only 180L.



Tourists generate 3.7kg of waste per day 
while the locals generate only 0.7kg.

And 50% ends up in landfill.







is  ?
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exists to make the world a better place. 

We want to exemplify a truly circular and regenerative economy 
where “the more profits businesses make, 

the better the world would become".



The Balinese Worldview of 3 Harmonies

philosophy
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Harmony with the .

Harmony with the .

Harmony among the . 



  facilities
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The earth bag villas - 
epitome of sustainable 

architecture made of rice 
bags, sand and water

key facilities
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Farm-to-table, 
Indo-Japanese probiotic 

restaurant

Conscious earthly market 
where the more you buy, the 

better the world becomes



the earth bag building



simple cheap fast durable ecological slow heat transfer

earth bag houses

Implemented by 
UN in refugee 
camps in Iran. 



lighting = 
100% solar 

recyclable mattress

bamboo roof

sustainably sourced 
wood



recycled wood

earth bag wall

upcycled glasses

filtered rainwater



rainwater & 
eco shower head

100% natural soap



recycled wood

solar-charged battery 
for your devices

US$14 / night



wastewater garden

solar panels

septic tank



Organic・Heirloom・Probiotic



Eco- and health-conscious

Farm to table

Food as medicine

• Organic, no MSG, no GMO, 

no beef

• Non-F1 heirloom seeds

• No microwave

• Accommodates 30+ pax

probiotic rice

probiotic free range 
chicken karaage

Non-GMO Tempe

Vege Broth a.k.a. 
Food Waste Soup

veggies from the 
permaculture garden

miso marinated fish

concept





farm to table





solar lights

earth bag

rain catchment

recycled wood

wastewater garden



Organic・Ecological・Ethical・Social・Local



is where the more you buy, the better the world becomes!



reusable pads & soap 
made of used oil

products

fresh spice made 
by local women

zero waste soap salt made by NGO

bags made by 
Kalimantan women 

zero waste goods

coffee that saves 
climate-affected farmers

Upcycled sandals 
made of used tires



impacts

organic

eco

ethical
social

local
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Used for yoga, workshops, 
and for relaxation

other facilities
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Organic heirloom veggies grown 
chemical-free and served at Mana 
Kitchen. Food waste composted 

and circulated. 

Coming soon...



  events
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Weekly farmers market to 
enable local organic farmers to 

sell their products to Ubud 
residents

for a good cause
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Screening documentaries on 
environmental and social issues to 
raise awareness on specific issues

Fundraisers for local nonprofits for 
special campaigns or occasions



for covid relief
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Hosting a local initiative to 
support food producers and 

vendors hit hard by the pandemic  

Hosting a local fundraiser to 
buy products made by rural 

villages in Bali 

Contributing to a plastic 
collection drive in Bali whereby 

plastic is exchanged for rice  
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 improving our practices
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Alam Santi helped with the overall 
design of Mana’s sustainability and 

continues to advise on maintenance. 
Together we are developing an 

environmental performance dashboard

Earth Company recently joined The 
Long Run, a network of 

nature-based tourism businesses 
committed to driving sustainability

Aiming to be the first B corp certified 
hotel in Asia, Mana is applying its 

application for the certification

hopefully soon!
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Mana has been selected as part of a cohort of 150 tourism 
businesses in 4 countries (Indonesia, Mexico, Jordan, Kenya) 

to receive financial support and six-month mentoring 

Earth Company is launching a video series on youtube 
that sheds spotlight on one sustainable hotel per month 

to inspire independent, conscious adventurers with 
post-covid travel ideas 







 email.      reserve@manaubud.com          phone.           +62 8133 3033 819
 website.     manaubud.com                           instagram.      @manaubud

  


